GENETIC CLINIC INFORMATION

1. CLINIC NAME : Get Life Hospital
2. NAME OF INSTITUTE : Get Life Hospital
3. NAME OF CLINIC DIRECTOR : Dr. Naresh B. Tayade
4. QUALIFICATIONS : MBBS, DCH, DNB (Pediatrics)
5. ADDRESS OF CLINIC : In front of Municipal School no 19, Near Maratha Friends club, Rukamini nagar
   a. CITY : Amravati
   b. STATE : Maharashtra
   c. POSTAL CODE : 444606
6. PHONE : 9421010307
7. EMAIL : naresshtayade@yahoo.co.in
8. WEB URL :
9. FAX :

10. SERVICES PROVIDED (Tick whatever is applicable) 
    a. PEDIATRIC GENETICS ✓
    b. ADULT GENETICS 
    c. CANCER GENETICS 
    d. PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS 
    e. FETAL ULTRASONOGRAPHY